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Capturing Computer-Human Interaction Designvia the Protagonist Action NotationAntonio Mendes da Silva FilhoDepartment of InformaticsState University of Maring�aamendes@din.uem.br Hans Kurt E. LiesenbergInstitute of ComputingState University of Campinashans@dcc.unicamp.brAbstractWith the recent increase in popularity of the Internet a new user population has emergedwith little expertise to use interactive systems. Hence, developing interfaces for such systemshas required the involvement of experts of several areas. A further observation is thatabout 50% of the time and resources are consumed just for the interface component of well-designed interactive systems. In order to contribute to the quality improvement of interfacecomponents as well as to make the development process of such components more e�ective,a speci�cation technique for Computer-Human Interaction (CHI), called Protagonist ActionNotation (PAN) is presented. PAN along with the Task Coordination Model (TCM) areused to represent the control aspects of the CHI Design. An example of a networked Webgame called NetConnect4 illustrates the use of PAN.1 IntroductionComputer-Human Interaction (CHI for short) is a new and multidisciplinary �eld of study. Itinvolves expertise from several areas such as Psychology, Arts and Computer Science. As a new�eld, CHI is concerned with mediating communication between these two entities: the HumanBeing and the Computer.Improving the usability level of interactive systems is one of the main objectives of CHIdesigners. This requirement becomes even more di�cult to attain when we deal with distributedenvironments. Recent popularity of Web browsers, such as Nestscape, demands more from CHIdesign speci�cation techniques. These networked systems have speci�c usability problems notfound at stand-alone machines. Internet browsers hide details of the underlying networks fromthe user. This leads to unpredictability because without that kind of information it is di�cultto determine whether retrieval commands will be successful. For example, a remote site failurewill prevent requested information from being delivered to a user. Additionally, communicationbottlenecks can delay the data transmission between a browser and remote servers.The development of large interactive systems is as well a complex activity and it becomeseven worse because of the need for engaging the user as an active participant during the entireprocess. Henceforth, we need to have a continuous evaluation during the whole process assuggested by Hartson and Hix [4]. This requirement justi�es the need for incorporating anexpert in human factors for the system development aiming to achieve quality interfaces.Besides this requirement, the CHI design has to be transformed into interface software designwithout violating speci�cation de�ned at a prior stage. In other words, we need to map the user-centered CHI design smoothly into system-centered design of the interface software. This makesit clear that we need speci�c representation techniques and tools to support these two majorstages of an interface development process.



We consider task-centered modeling as the means of representing CHI design (sometimescalled behavioral design). Consequently, a notation to specify CHI design must support themodeling of user actions and interface feedback. This paper presents the speci�cation techniquenamed Protagonist Action Notation (PAN) that allows the designer to represent CHI design.Background issues related to speci�cation techniques for CHI design are provided in Section2. The main features of PAN are illustrated in Section 3 with the help of an example of a gamecalled NetConnect4. Section 4 discusses issues related to the use of PAN to specify CHI design.Concluding remarks are presented in Section 5.2 Background IssuesLife cycles of interface developments have usually the CHI design as one of the most importantstages preceeded by task analysis. Tasks are representative elements for scenarios involvinghuman beings and computers. Whenever a user needs to perform a task, a decomposition of aprimary task into secondary tasks as well as a likely execution sequence of such secondary tasksare de�ned which try to minimize the e�ort of carrying out the entire task. To do so we need atask-based approach so as to meet requirements of decomposing a system into tasks as well asto identify the relationships among them.An interface design can be task driven. Initially, we obtain abstract user tasks. The identi-�cation of such tasks is based on the application domain. As the development process goes on,we need also to �nd out the relationships among tasks and we move gradually from abstracttasks to concrete ones. Such an approach of development is known as model-based paradigm asshown by Puerta [18].2.1 Model-based Interface DevelopmentModel-based design is a technique used to create interface designs represented at a high ab-straction level. Design is captured as models described in appropriate notations which captureaspects related to computer-human interactions. This design paradigm provides a high-level ab-stration to represent the design. The speci�cation of design in terms of high-level abstractionsis also advocated by Holtzblatt and Beyer [7, 8].This approach aims at improving the support for both the development life cycle and thedesign analysis. Moreover, an improvement in terms of usability and design traceability isachieved. It also facilitates design changes and provides support for reuse [18]. In the CHIcontext, we can model domain actions and components, interface behavior, user tasks, andpresentation aspects. Examples of model-based approaches are given below.1. UIDE (User Interface Development Environment) - As shown by Foley et al [2], it com-prises:� application model which de�nes the allowed user actions and their e�ects on applica-tion objects;� interface model which describes user actions in terms of interface objects;� pre- and pos-conditions associated with actions;� objects that are de�ned in terms of their attributes.2. ADEPT (Advanced Design Environment for Prototyping with Tasks models) - This ap-proach has an abstract interaction model involving classes and interaction object clusters[23]. It has a concrete interaction model as well which consists of interaction objects, dia-log and screen layouts. Furthermore, ADEPT makes use of design guidelines for selectingwidgets and interaction styles.



2.2 Task-based Interface DevelopmentRelated to the model-based design approach we have the task-based design. This approachintegrates human factors with software engineering in order to support interactive system design.Additionally, it o�ers support for user-centered design where design solutions are based onuser task descriptions. There are some examples of environments which support and integrateinterface design activities based on a task-based paradigm:� MUSE (Method for USability Engineering) integrates human factor techniques with Jack-son System Development (JSD) method [10]. MUSE uses the JSD design notation todescribe task hierarchies.� TRIDENT [21] is an integrated methodology based on tasks. It is a modeling approachsimilar to TKS (Task Knowledge Structures) proposed by Johnson [9]. TRIDENT allowsautomatic generation (by using design guidelines) of user interfaces from abstract models.� ADEPT [23] is an interactive design process based on tasks which has a developmentenvironment to support task modeling.2.3 Task-based Speci�cation TechniquesTask-based Speci�cation Techniques have concentrated on representing user actions. Relatedproposals are GOMS (Goals, Operators, Methods and Selection rules) by Card, Moran andNewell [1], TAG (Task Action Grammars) by Payne and Green [17] and the UAN (User ActionNotation) by Hartson, Siochi and Hix [3, 5]. However, only the UAN provides support to specifysystem responses such as the feedback and the state of an interface.The UAN is a user and task-oriented notation that describes both user actions and interfacebehavior. The �rst abstraction of the UAN is a user task represented through a hierarchicalstructure of assyncronous tasks. The sequence of secondary tasks for each task is independentof other sequences. User actions, interface feedback and interface state are low-level representa-tions.In order to choose a suitable speci�cation technique for representing CHI design we shouldconsider what likely bene�ts would be obtained by choosing one rather than other alternatives.Some considerations follow.1. CHI is task-based - Whenever a user interacts with a machine, or more speci�cally, acomputer, he is interested in performing one or more tasks. Therefore, we can considertask as the key element of the human-computer interaction.2. Need for sequencing secondary tasks - Users who want to carry out a particular task usuallyneed to know an order in which to carry out relevant secondary tasks even if they can andnormally do work by carrying out several tasks in a concurrent and assyncrounous manner.3. Usability - A task-based approach allows the designer to focus on precise speci�cations oftasks performed by users to assure a natural human-computer communication.4. Concurrency support - Speci�cation of concurrent responses to user actions requires ap-propriate constructs within the adopted notation.5. Expressiveness to represent temporal properties - Unpredictable delays can occur whenusers attempt to access information over a network. Bottlenecks may hamper informationon the way back to a browser. This problem can get worse or lessened as the load of thenetwork changes over time. Speci�cation techniques must allow designer to represent theexisting temporal relations.



The UAN addresses most of these issues related to CHI design. Nevertheless, we may befaced with a menu-based interface scenario where user can select any of the menu titles and nextchoose one of the menu options. Users, however, change frequently their intentions and this hasto be supported by the interface. Although the UAN describes well low-level user actions, theshift of intentions is characterized as being a high-level one and consequently the tabular formof the UAN is no longer suitable to express this requirement.Another situation arises from the need to specify unexpected behavior. In this case andthe prior one, the Protagonist Action Notation is better suited. PAN provides designers witha speci�cation technique to represent protagonist actions of a system under development (SUDfor short). Examples of protagonists are users and software components. By using PAN we areseeking protagonists that play roles in a human-computer interaction. A speci�cation in PANis described by a directed graph where nodes stand for protagonists and the edges connectingnodes identify the relationships between protagonists. Section 3 illustrates the use of PAN bymeans of a case study. Note that the whole speci�cation is depicted at a very high abstractionlevel and this therefore motivates and facilitates user participation quite early in the CHI designprocess.As we make progress, we have a further need to describe tasks for each protagonist. PANprovides designer(s) with a Task Coordination Model (TCM for short). This model is used torepresent tasks carried out by each protagonist at a high abstraction level. TCM is a directedgraph where nodes stand for tasks and edges connecting nodes represent the stimuli that trig-ger navegation among tasks. Migration from one task to another characterizes both existingrelationships among tasks and an intention shift made by a user (or another protagonist). Thatis exactly what is needed in CHI design, i.e., a global picture of a system described in termsof a task set. The term global is used here to convey the high abstraction level of a task set.Examples of the use of TCM are given in Section 3.The adoption of a new speci�cation technique depends upon how easy and e�ective designerscan perform their tasks and how bene�ts can be obtained in real world applications. Below weenumerate evidences which justify the use of PAN in CHI design.1. Human-computer dialog is more naturally characterized by a task set. Hartson and Hix [6]recommend the use of the UAN to describe behavioral design. Despite of the richness andthe applicability of the UAN to CHI design, task representation in UAN is made at a lowabstraction level. However, we consider that task speci�cations must as well be supportedat a high abstraction level in order to improve and focus on the task identi�cation andthe existing relationships among tasks. Moreover, it becomes easier and more natural tointegrate the user into a design process. PAN addresses these issues.2. Complex systems support task concurrency. PAN allows speci�cation of concurrent tasksat a high abstraction level.3. Abstraction is a key concept in every design activity. To design a complex system, de-signers have to use notations and methods that enable them to work out gradually theirdesigns. However, the obtained speci�cation must be consistent and unambigous to allowimplementation. The design of an interface is not a di�erent process. An interface issimply a part of an interactive system. Besides consistency and correctness, CHI designcarried out at a higher abstraction level allows the designer to concentrate and reason onkey components of the system, i.e., protagonists and their respective tasks. Tasks rep-resented in TCM are grouped in order to obtain an interaction scenario (IS). Each IS isdescribed in PAN. A designer has thus as a starting point the identi�cation of protagonistsand then their respective tasks.4. As discussed earlier, the UAN is a rich notation to describe user actions. Nevertheless,



human-computer interaction involves at least two protagonists: a user and a system. Wecould have more than two if a system is decomposed into components which could beconsidered as protagonists because they play di�erent roles. Therefore we need not onlyto describe user actions but also system-initiated actions. PAN allows the designer torepresent both types of actions.5. Along with the abstraction concept, there is a need for modularity. We make use ofmodularity whenever we need to deal with complex systems. PAN takes into account thisrequirement by providing designer with a notation at a high abstraction level where thedesigner �rst identi�es system protagonists (using PAN) and then describes protagonistactions making use of TCM.6. At last but not least, we need a speci�cation technique for CHI design that conveys aclear idea of what is to be done. When we use an interactive system, we have indeedtask support provided by the system. Tasks are the essence of CHI design and meanswhich allow both designer and user to interact in a natural way. PAN addresses this issueproviding designer with a speci�cation tool that supports CHI design and its ease of usemotivates user to actively participate.3 NetConnect4 - A Case StudyThis Section presents a case study based on the NetConnect4 system. NetConnect4 is a simplemultiplayer game. We start providing background issues on multiplayer games and game theoryto underlie the presentation of the case study and then we illustrate the use of PAN to describeinteraction aspects of NetConnect4.3.1 Multiplayer GamesMultiplayer Games that can be run on multiple machines are also known as Network Games,which means that the games are capable of enabling multiple players play interactively on top ofa network. In the case of networked Web games, the communication between players is mediatedby the Internet. In other words, in a networked Web game which involves two or more players,players are able to play the game together and interact with each other via their Web connectionin a concurrent manner.In multiplayer games, the communication design can be a�ected by the way the game playprogresses, which is determined by the type of the particular game. Most games fall into one oftwo categories:� Turn-based games are games in which each action in the game is based on a player's turn;� Event-based games are games that are paced by input events that can occur at any time.NetConnect4 is a turn-based game because players are allowed to make a move only at theirturn.3.2 Game TheoryGame Theory is a research area devoted to the study of decision making in conict situations.It can be used to shed light on how people interact with each other in a multiplayer computergame scenario. Game theory might help a designer to �gure out more creative approaches tothe game strategy itself. Such a situation exists when two or more decision makers, or players,with di�ering objectives act on the same system or share the same resources. Game theory



provides an underlying process for selecting an optimum strategy which depends on the movesof the opponents who have a strategy of their own. In game theory, the following assumptionsare usually made:� each player has two or more well-speci�ed choices or sequences of choices called moves;� every possible combination of moves available to the players leads to a well-de�ned endstate (win, loss, or draw) that terminates the game;� a speci�ed payo� for each player is associated with each end state;� each decision maker has perfect knowledge of the game and of their opponents, i.e., heknows in full detail the rules of the game as well as payo�s for all other players;� all decision makers are rational, i.e., each player, given two alternatives, will select onethat yields the greater payo�.Although general in scope and not originally directed at computer games, game theorytouches on many of the same concerns that are raised when strategies for multiplayer computergames are being designed. Two players in a network multiplayer game often go through much ofthe same thought pattern as people engaged in a verbal conict. Game theory applies equallyto both scenarios. More details on game theory are given by Russel [19] and Luger [13].3.3 Designing NetConnect4 with PANNetConnect4 is a networked Web game where the major goal is to establish a sequence of fourpieces (similar to tic-tac-toe). The following presents the full game description and we use PANfor its CHI design.3.3.1 System DescriptionThe game description is as follows.NetConnect4 is played with a rectangular board that contains a 7x6 array positions(6 lines, 7 columns) as shown in Figure 1. The board of NetConnect4 stands invertical position where each column corresponds to a set of slots. Thus one moveconsists of selecting a column and drop into it a round piece. Gravity then takes careof the rest. This is how a player can push pieces into the board. To win a game aplayer needs to establish a sequence of four of its own pieces horizontally, verticallyor diagonally.Note that NetConnect4 is a turn-based game. Because the opponent is only allowedto make a move when it is his turn. NetConnect4 requires two players for a game.Communication between players is indirect, i.e., a third protagonist (referee) comesinto play acting as a communication mediator for the players. In the envisagedsystem, we may have more than one pair of players playing games. Thus, for everypair of players a referee is needed who is assigned by a referee chair. So after detectingthe existence of two interested players not yet paired, the referee chair assigns areferee for the game of those players. Afterwards, the referee chair waits for anothercouple of players to show up in order to assign another referee for those new interestedplayers. This assignment process proceeds as long as new players show up. Figure 2shows a scenario where all NetConnect4 protagonists take part. Note that for everypair of players a referee has been assigned by the referee chair. Other referees areassigned to mediate communication between each established pair of players which



have shown up requesting to take part in a game. In other words a player wantsto take part in a game, then he must make a request to the referee chair and waitfor another player to show up so that the referee chair can pair him with the playerand assign a referee to mediate the game. The gray node in Figure 2 illustrates aninterested player waiting for an opponent.
Figure 1: Board of NetConnect4.
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User1 Player1 Referee Player2 User2Figure 4: Interaction scenario for NetConnect4 protagonists.3.3.4 Identication of the system architectural modelAt this step, we do a system description in terms of their components or protagonists. It isworth pointing out that both users and software components can play the role of protagonists.Figure 4 gave us an idea of a possible architectural model for the system. That �gure suggeststhat the referee acts as a communication stream manager between the players, i.e., it acts as aserver while the two player interface components are its clients. So we identify the client-servermodel for this system.3.3.5 Task Description of NetConnect4From the identi�cation of the protogonists and their interactions at a high abstraction levelan architectural model for NetConnect4 has been identi�ed. Such identi�cation was derivedsmoothly based on the adopted interaction scenario where each protagonist (player, referee orreferee chair) is capable of performing some particular tasks.Tasks of the Referee Chair:1. Wait for:(a) player(s) that want(s) to either start or draw a game;



(b) noti�cations of games that have �nished.2. If there exists a request of a player to play a game, then accept that request.3. If there exist at least two players that wait to start a game then:(a) pair the two players,(b) assign a referee for the game,(c) enable one of the players to start the game.4. If there exists a request for a drawing, then accept it and dismiss the referee of that game.5. If a win has been detected and noti�ed by a referee, inform both players that took part ofthe game that their game is over and dismiss the referee.Figure 5 illustrate the TCM for the referee chair. It is worth observing that Figure 5 notonly shows the tasks of the referee chair but reveals as well the relationship among them, i.e.,how the task coordination takes place. The particular TCM of Figure 5 represents the tasksand their relationships of just one protagonist in PAN. In other words, it describes tasks of andhow they are coordinated by the referee chair protagonist. Furthermore, the designer does notconceive this model at once. Initially, he identi�es the tasks, then how tasks are related to eachother, and �nally what stimuli cause navegation between tasks. In particular, the terminationof a task can motivate a navegation to another one or actions of other protagonists may as wellcause task navegation in the TCM of the referee chair as when he receives a request from aplayer for drawing a game.
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(a) update the state of the game;(b) in the case of a win, then notify both winner and loser as well as notify the refereechair about the win and wait for dismissal;(c) if no win has ocurred, then enable the opponent of the player who realized the mostrecent move.3. If there exist a request for drawing from a player, then let its opponent be acquainted withthis fact, notify the referee chair about it and wait for dismissal.Figure 6 shows the TCM for a referee. We can see the tasks of a referee, relationships amongthem and the stimuli that motivate task navegation.
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wait for opponentFigure 7: TCM for player.4 CHI Design with PANIn this Section a procedure to specify a CHI design of an interactive system is presented. Humanbeings often utilize computers to carry out their tasks. We can have tasks as guiding elementsfor a CHI design speci�cation.Task-based CHI design speci�cation is proposed due to the diversity of users with di�er-ent knowledge levels as well as a variety of both interaction styles and implementation tech-nology. Moreover, interface technologies are gradually migrating from command-oriented tononcommand-oriented interfaces [14]. Hence, it becomes di�cult to use a unique speci�cationapproach to meet all these requirement diversities. Furthermore human beings interact withcomputers easily if human-computer interaction is based on metaphors of their daily activities.Thus we use task descriptions so that our speci�cation can reect known user metaphors.We also advocate the need to start task-based speci�cation at a high abstraction level interms only of user intentions. This makes speci�cation easier for handling and upgrading asthe re�nement process proceeds until low-level speci�cations of tasks are produced where im-plementation decisions are made. From low-level task speci�cation we can map CHI designspeci�cations into an interface software speci�cation as reported in [20]. Besides the use of atask-based approach, we can get users involved early enough in the design process provided thatappropriate metaphors related to their daily tasks are used. Using metaphors in task-based spec-i�cations augments the integration between users and designers because they can communicatebetween each other using a common language.User intentions at the task abstraction level are high-level goals which exist in the user'sconceptual model about the system. User intentions to reach a goal are described at a highabstraction level without reference to any system presentation feature. For instance, in a �lesystem delete a �le represents a user intention in the task abstraction level. However, drag a �leicon to a destination (e.g. trashcan icon), type a command rm �le or utter the command remove�le are respectively descriptions of low-level user intentions with desktop, command-based, andnatural language interfaces that perform the associated high-level intention.A key principle in any engineering discipline is abstraction. Software engineering is not anexception. Such concept together with modularity [15, 16] are used as design guidelines in ourapproach. Therefore, a high-level speci�cation based on metaphors of the domain context aimsto facilitate the user involvement in the design process. Below we present the steps needed forCHI design using PAN.



1. System description - Obtain a system description of the SUD.2. System protagonists identi�cation - These protagonists can be both user and system com-ponents. To do so, we use PAN.3. Development of interaction scenarios involving system protagonists - For every protagonist,the designer must describe scenarios in order to identify its tasks.4. System architectural model identi�cation - Herein, we seek a system description in termsof its architectural model.5. System task representation - In this step, we de�ne a task set for each protagonist by usingTCMs.So far we have presented our task-based speci�cation procedure for a CHI design. Thispaper aims at presenting PAN and how it can be used to represent CHI design. Nevertheless itis worth observing that CHI design is not yet complete. Another issue of CHI design is relatedto presentation aspects. However, it is out of scope of this paper.5 Concluding RemarksThis paper has presented a task-based speci�cation technique, called Protagonist Action No-tation (PAN), for the di�cult activity of representing the human-computer interaction design.This di�culty is due to the need for an e�ective participation of the user within design processas well as for a common language to enable a clean communication between user(s) and designer(team).In order to illustrate the use of this notation, we worked out a case study so-called NetCon-nect4 where we can have multiple users using their Web browswers for playing the game. Thisscenario has the complex activity of managing the entire game. We may have a number of usersin great expectation to get paired with another user in order to play. Besides taking care of that,the system also needs to assign a referee to mediate a particular game and supervise ongoinggames. Despite of being a small example, it conveys several di�culties inherent to a distributedenvironment as discussed in Section 1. Another need in the design process is the involvementof the user to e�ectively participate in this process. However, by using PAN we can tackle withthese di�culties as discussed in Sections 3.PAN could also be used to specify a CHI design of a Web-based collaborating system, suchas the Digital Agora reported by Watters et al [22]. In that project, users are typically students,faculty and institution advisers. The Digital Agora aims at providing support for active learningin social sciences. This applications and others akin can use PAN to support their CHI designrepresentations. The reader should note that we have not addressed issues related to the interfacepresentation component since this paper has focused speci�cally on interface control component.The work presented in this paper is part of a project which aims at both mapping a CHIdesign into an interface software design [20] and providing an interface software developmentmethodology. Therein, we address the derivation of interface software design from the CHIdesign. Interface software design is the other major activity we have in an interactive systemdevelopment. We have been using the Xchart speci�cation language [11, 12] for the design ofthe interface software. Further details about Xchart language and environment can be found at:http://www.dcc.unicamp.br/proj-xchart/
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